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– wave climate means and extremes
– new experimental results for waves on current
– waves, current and structures ….

Wave Energy and Climate Variability – means and extremes

H Santo PH Taylor S Poulson
Oxford Univ.

NAO modes – North European winters : mild, wet and windy
or cold, dry and still ?

Haltenbanken

Position and strength of jetstream

Source: Correlation of the winter (DJF) monthly mean sea
level pressure against first three EOFs (Moore et al., 2013)
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Data from wave buoys at the Haltenbanken and Forties locations - thanks to BP and Statoil
Buoy data: from ~1980, WINCH and NORA10 wave hindcasts : from ~1955

The 6-hourly power per meter of wave-front is estimated as

6-hourly average power [kW/m]

(note use of Tp rather than Tz or Te)
Tp ~ 1.2 Te)

Haltenbanken

Obvious seasonal variation – winter worst, summer rather benign.
We choose to look at total average power year by year – ONE NUMBER PER YEAR
(with year running from summer to summer, to avoid splitting winters)

The predictive model, using lowest 3 EOF-indices ?

NAOw – North Atlantic Oscillation index over the winter (7 year average)
SCA – Scandinavian pattern (atmospheric blocking over NE Europe)
EA
– Eastern Atlantic

Haltenbanken

Annual variability of Haltenbanken wave field well captured by using 3 indices

RE-CONSTRUCTED WAVE CLIMATE AT HALTENBANKEN 1825-2011,
ESTIMATED ANNUAL WAVE POWER
- NAO index measured from ~1820, proxy indices used for EA and SCA before 1955

Comments:
Inter-annual variability on all time-scales
Overall min to max of 3x
Year to year of up to >2x

Economic implications for wave power
projects?

------------long-term mean
1.5 TJ/year/m

(

Prediction is difficult,

as Niels Bohr once observed,
– proxy indices used before 1820 (1st EOF mode) and 1950 (2nd, 3rd modes) especially about the future.

Reconstructed wave climate over 300 years

For waves from the west,
note the enormous annual variability in the more energetic ‘better’ locations exposed to the full Atlantic,
and variability on 10-year running average

CONCLUSIONS :
• Annual variation of available wave power is large at all time-scales
out to beyond decadal.
• Long-term variation in annual wave power dominated by the NAO,
short-term by the local effects of SCA and to a smaller degree the EA.
• A ‘predictor’ into the past based on winter NAO, SCA and EA modes is robust.
No predictive power into the future as NAO is presently unpredictable.
• The large natural variability and lack of predictability makes economic (profit)
estimates over a wave farm life-time problematic.
Next:
apply wave power transfer functions (Manchester M4 machine),
and estimate 1:100-year extreme events

Focusing unidirectional wave groups on finite water depth with and without
currents.
Dimitris Stagonas, Eugeny Buldakov and Richard Simons

WaveMaker
•
•
•
•

20 x 1.2 x 1m wave-current recirculating flume
d = 0.5m
Piston type wave-maker
Flow conditioner / profiler

Wave and flow

INLET

4.35m

1.1m

Stable strongly-sheared currents preserved over much of the channel
– long enough for wave-current interaction and wave+current onto a structure (columns, grid and turbine)

STRONGLY SHEARED CURRENT

Focused waves
• Constructive interference at a certain point in space and time of numerous wave components of
varying frequency and amplitude
• Higher and steeper wave
• Occurs at a predefined point in space and time
• Interaction with marine structures
• Characteristics of deep water breaking waves
• Freak/rogue waves

Zang et al. (2010)

Melville 1990; Baldock, Swan & Taylor et al. 1996; Johannessen & Swan 2001; Gibbs and Taylor 2005; Fochesato et al. 2007

Surface elevations measured at 1.6m (blue) and 14.1m
(green, focussed) from wave

The orders within each focused wave:
linear 2nd+ 3rd+ 2ndHere a breaking (just spilling) wave

Focused waves
- constructive interference
- works well both on still water and on sheared current

Now structures in the flow: flow and force characterisation (UCL)
1. Surface piercing vertical column : wave bobber geometry, support column
- full VOF CFD (Bath)
- fully nonlinear Lagrangian scheme for exact kinematics (UCL)
- new analytical approach to inertia loading on compact bodies (Oxf)
2. Grid with drag and inertia loading : representing a space-frame structure
- wave-current-structure blockage in waves and sheared current (UCL/Oxf)
3. Marine current turbine
- simulations for wake recovery downstream with sheared current, rotor
dynamics and waves (UCL/Oxf)

OXFORD: Richard Willden, Jianxin Hu – CFD Fluent+OpenFOAM – Expts at UCL with model turbine

Rotor CFD in shear and waves




3D blade resolved RANS modelling of turbines in
shear and linear waves
Focusing on load variation and dependency on
wave amplitude, frequency and wave yaw.
Quasi-periodic loading with distinct contributions
at wave frequency



Experimental and computational investigation into wake
recovery downstream

Model turbine in waves
and current at UCL
- Thanks to Mike
Graham at IC for the
loan of the turbine

CFD: Hydrodynamics of a Point Absorber in Heave - Jun Zang and Liang Sun

Reference Model from
The U.S. Department of
Energy

Wave forces on a truncated circular column have been investigated using both potential-flow and viscous-flow solvers.
These give reasonable predictions in operational sea states.

Uni- and multi-directional waves
Linear incident wave:
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Uni-directional wave T=12s (a=6m, b=0.3m)

In the analytical and numerical models,
Oyster device has been simplified as a bottom-hinged thin flap with thickness of 2b and width of 2a.
The effects of wave spreading on the motion of the flap have been analysed incorporating damping from power-take off.

Pelamis
Side View

Top View

Pelamis can capture energy from the relative pitch and yaw motions of the modules as the waves pass them.
Analyses have shown that smaller relative pitch motions are obtained in multi-directional seas compared with those
in uni-directional waves.

Reductions of motions in multi-directional seas

Pitch motion °
Relative pitch motion °

Reduction of pitch motion %
Reduction of relative pitch motion %

Flap-type (Oyster) and attenuator-type (Pelamis) wave energy devices are sensitive to wave spreading.
Reductions of (relative) pitch motion are at range of 17%~27% for s=5 around peak periods.

SMARTY combines
- high quality experimental set-up and flow+wave interaction measurements,
with force measurements at UCL
- new Lagrangian wave+current model at UCL
- high quality CFD on generic structures for both wave and current devices
at Bath and Oxford
- assessment of wave power resources over decades, and survivability in
extreme waves at Oxford and Bath
- aiming for benchmark quality experiments and modelling

